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Problems; when they get in the way of Institution building and e solving, they should be modified. For the social scientists, kr is useful only when it can be verified and replicated with knowr of certainty. Methodological rigor is a prior condition for an} knowledge. Problem solving, whether in policy or in practice, i meaningless unless it involves the systematic accumulation of r* research over time.
As noted at the outset of this paper, these disagreements hc rehearsed with monotonous regularity in virtually every large-sc policy research effort since the 1960s, with only a modest recoc of the cornmon ground between the two views. The arguments are c cated by ominous attributions, on both sides, of political agenc personal ambitions. Policy and program enthusiasts are accused social science researchers of "advocacy" (äs if it were possibl« an effective practitioner without being an advocate) and of usin public funds to further private agendas (äs if social scientists not benefit from doing research on program ineffectiveness). Sc scientists are accused by policy and program advocates of being chronically in Opposition to whatever the prevailing conventiona wisdom is and of putting their own peculiar tools of the trade c the interests of regulär folks (äs if advocates never did the sä thing).
These debates are inevitable, in some cases useful, and almc always amusing. But they often do not shed much light on the la questions of how to make judgments about the Investment of the p money in large-scale research and development enterprises, such youth employment knowledge development effort.  These larger que often broach the diffuse and difficult subjects of political, or zational, and management strategy—subjects in which neither soc scientists nor policy advocates believe they have a comparative advantage. Yet, äs this analysis makes clear, large-scale reses development enterprises succeed or fail based not on people's fe commitment, nor methodological orthodoxy, but on how skillfully make Strategie decisions.
GUIDANCE FOR THE FUTURE
At the outset, I posed four broad questions raised by the yo employment knowledge development effort: What constitutes "usef knowledge? What should be the relationship between the delivery Services and the discovery of effects? What are the political a organizational correlates of successful accumulation of knowledg what payoffs should we expect from large-scale research, demonst and evaluation efforts? In the tentative answers to these quest lie whatever guidance the knowledge development effort has to of future policy makers, administrators, and researchers.

